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Abstract: The paper reviews methods for risk assessment which could be employed in the financial management of enterprises. The set of methods proposed renders it possible to assess the impact which different risk factors upon the efficiency of implemented projects and the effect of anti-risk measures on the financial performance of companies and thus identify the most efficient measures according to the criterion selected for project evaluation.
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In a market economy, risk is inherent to the activity of any business entity due to the highly uncertain environment in which businesses operate. In most cases, the main objective of the operation of contemporary enterprises is to maximize their revenue and to increase the market value of the company. Financial risks are therefore considered to be the most significant ones in terms of
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the impact which they might produce on the performance of companies.

In order to efficiently manage financial risks, it is necessary to accurately assess them in the first place. According to the underlying principle of risk management, it is possible to manage only those processes and phenomena that can be measured quantitatively. That principle was formulated by Norton and Kaplan who claimed that no economic process could be managed unless it was identified and adequately measured.

Since risk is a probability category, it is possible to employ probabilistic estimates when assessing uncertainty or measuring risk quantitatively. The major indicator used to measure the financial risk for an enterprise is the level of that risk. It has the most powerful effect on the return on the financial operations of an entity. Those two indicators are closely related and establish the ‘risk-return’ system.

The risk-return ratio is a major concept of financial risk-management, according to which the level of return on financial transactions, all other things being equal, is always accompanied by an increase in the level of the risk for these transactions and vice versa. The level of financial risk is also a major indicator in assessing the level of financial security of an enterprise, i.e. the degree to which the financial activity of a company is protected from external and internal threats. Therefore determining the risk level is an essential element of the decision-making process related to the financial management of any enterprise.

The level of financial risk refers to the probability of the occurrence of that risk under the influence of a given risk factor (or a group of factors) and the potential financial losses which an entity will suffer. Taking into account this definition, a set of relevant methods and tools is established to address different financial management issues. We will now review some major indicators employed in financial risk assessment:

\[
\text{Financial risk level (RL)} \text{ is calculated with the formula:}
\]
\[ RL = RP \times FL \]

in which \( RP \) is the risk probability, i.e. the probability of financial risk occurrence and \( FL \) is the amount of financial losses which an entity will suffer should the financial risk materialize.

When employing this algorithm to assess the financial risk level, financial losses are usually expressed in absolute terms, while the probability of financial risk occurrence is expressed as a coefficient used to measure that probability (i.e. a coefficient of variation, a beta-coefficient, etc.). Hence, the level of financial risk will be expressed in absolute terms when employing this algorithm and is therefore less comparable to the values calculated by employing alternative options.

Dispersion refers to the degree in which the analysed indicator (in this case - the revenue expected from a particular financial transaction) may deviate from its mean value. The greater the deviation, the higher the risk will be. Dispersion is calculated with the formula:

\[
\sigma^2 = \sum_{i=1}^{n} (R_i - \overline{R})^2 \times P_i,
\]

where \( \sigma^2 \) is the dispersion; \( R_i \) is the specific value of the returns which may be expected from a particular financial operation; \( \overline{R} \) is the value of the average returns expected from the financial transactions; \( P_i \) is possible frequency (probability) of deviation from the returns expected from the financial transaction; \( n \) is the number of observations.

Dispersion cannot provide an exhaustive idea about the deviation \( \Delta X = X - \overline{X} \), which is more indicative when assessing financial risk. Nevertheless, by calculating the variance it is possible to identify the relation between linear and quadratic deviations by employing Chebyshev inequality.

The probability that a random variable \( X \) will deviate from the mean value further than the specified tolerance \( \varepsilon > 0 \) does not exceed the value of its dispersion divided by \( \varepsilon^2 \), i.e.
Hence the conclusion that a low risk for the variance deviation corresponds to a low risk in terms of linear deviations and $X$ data points will most likely be within the $\varepsilon$-range of the values expected for $\overline{R}$.

*Standard deviation* is one of the measures which are used most commonly to assess the level of individual financial risk, just as dispersion determines the degree of absolute variability. It is calculated with the formula:

$$\sigma = \sqrt{\sum_{i=1}^{n} (R_i - \overline{R})^2 \times P_i}$$

Standard deviation $\sigma$ is a quantitative value and is measured in the same units as the variable. The advantage of the standard deviation method is that when the observed distribution (for example, the distribution of investment income) is close to normal, this parameter can be used to determine the boundaries within which the values of a random variable could be expected to fluctuate at a given probability level.

*The coefficient of variation*, $CV$, makes it possible to determine the risk level when there are different values of the mean return which is expected from a financial transaction (Gorbunov, 2013). The coefficient of variation is calculated with the formula:

$$CV = \pm \frac{\sigma}{\overline{R}} \times 100\%.$$

The coefficient of variation is a dimensionless value. It may even be employed to compare the volatility of features which are expressed through different measurement units. The values of the coefficient of variation may range from 0 to 100%. The higher the coefficient, the higher the extent of variability is. The different values of the coefficient are attributed the following qualitative assessments: up to 10% - low variability; 10 - 25% - moderate variability; more than 25% - high variability.
The beta coefficient is used to assess the systematic financial risk of a security or a portfolio compared to the overall market. This indicator is usually employed to assess the risk of investment in securities and is calculated with the formula:

\[ \beta = \frac{K \times \sigma_H}{\sigma_p}, \]

where \( \beta \) is the beta coefficient; \( K \) is the correlation between the returns of a security (or a portfolio) and the mean returns of the overall market; \( \sigma_H \) is the standard deviation of returns for the different types of securities (or for their portfolio as a whole); \( \sigma_p \) is the standard deviation of returns on the stock market as a whole.

Assessing the financial risk for different securities is based on the following values of the beta coefficient: \( \beta = 1 \) implies an average risk level; \( \beta > 1 \) implies a high risk level; \( \beta < 1 \) implies a low risk level.

By employing a probabilistic method of assessment, it is possible to estimated not only the risk for a specific transaction, but also for an enterprise as a whole (after analysing the dynamics of its returns) for a specified period of time. The choice of a specific method of assessment will depend on available data base and the expertise of the management team.

In the previous decade, a new method for assessing financial risk was designed which was based on the value-at-risk (VAR) indicator.

The value-at-risk indicator is a statistical estimate in monetary terms of the maximum possible amount of financial losses which an entity may suffer. It is estimated for a specified probability distribution of the factors affecting the value of assets (instruments) and the probability of occurrence of these losses over a given period of time.

It is clear from the definition above that the calculation of the VAR indicator is based on three major components. The first one is the type of probability distribution of risk factors which affect the value of assets (instruments) or a portfolio. The probability distribution which is used by risk-managers may be normal
distribution, the Laplace distribution, Student’s t-distribution, etc. Therefore, in order to determine the type of probability distribution which will be employed, it is necessary to first study statistically the impact which a change in a risk factor will produce on the value of an individual asset or an entire portfolio. Based on the findings of the conducted statistical study, the function of asset (or portfolio) pricing must then be plotted according to the specific financial risk factor(s). When determining the value-at-risk indicator for a set of risk factors (for example, when assessing the overall systematic risk), it is necessary to identify the type and strength of the correlation between different risk factors. The accuracy of VAR values depends on properly establishing the type of probability distribution for the model.

One of the definitions of the VAR indicator is the level of probability that the maximum possible amount of financial losses will not exceed the estimated value of the indicator. In financial risk management, this probability is referred to as the confidence level. The specific value of the confidence level in calculating the VAR indicator is determined by risk managers based on their risk preferences. In contemporary financial risk management, the confidence level usually ranges from 95 to 99%.

Finally, the third element in the value-at-risk model is the time period for which the VAR indicator is calculated (i.e. the specific time horizon for which potential financial losses are estimated). This period of time is referred to as ‘the holding period’ in financial risk management. In contemporary financial risk management, this period is usually determined by employing either of two criteria: the planned period of owning an asset (i.e. how long the asset will be held in the portfolio of the company) or the liquidity level (i.e. the time it will actually take an asset to convert into cash without losing its current market value).

Figure 1 presents graphically the three components of the value-at-risk model. The curve in fig.1 represents the normal probability distribution of profit and loss for a financial instrument over a specified period of time.
The area between the values -2\(\sigma\) and +3\(\sigma\) presents the selected confidence level (95% of the area below the curve), while the area between the values -3\(\sigma\) and -2\(\sigma\) presents possible losses which are beyond the confidence level (5%). The value-at-risk indicator in the graph is estimated at RUB 3,000, i.e. the maximum possible amount of financial losses the financial instrument could suffer over the specified time period at the confidence level set by the risk-managers.

The graph also presents the returns which are beyond the confidence interval (10%) for that value of the VAR indicator.

\[\text{Fig 1. Graphical presentation of estimating the value-at-risk indicator (VAR)}\]

In order to estimate risk comprehensively by employing the VAR model, it is necessary to set the probability (which should be low enough to consider the occurrence of an event ‘nearly’ impossible) or the confidence level of that value of probability. In most cases, a five-per-cent probability is set, which means that risk-managers determine a confidence level of 95% (100 - 5%) and obtained results are referred to as VAR_{95%} (which reads ‘VAR at 95
A 95% confidence level is contingent and risk-managers set the percentage according to their attitude to possible unlikely events and to their interpretation of what a ‘nearly’ impossible event is. Other levels of confidence, for example, 90% or 99% may also be employed (and then the estimated risk is for VAR$_{90\%}$ or VAR$_{99\%}$).

Furthermore when risk managers estimate or calculate VAR, they also set a time horizon for the financial transaction. Therefore, they refer to risk as the minimum result which could be expected at a certain confidence level over a specified period of time.

**Here is an example:** an estimate that ‘the VAR assessment of the risk of a decline in returns over the next week is minus 2% at a confidence level of 95%’ or ‘weekly VAR$_{95\%}$ = -2%’ implies that:

- There is a 95% probability that the returns of the planned financial operation will be minimum -2% over a week;
- There is a 95% probability that the losses from the planned financial operation will not exceed 2% over a week;
- There is a 5% probability that the losses from the financial operation will exceed 2%.

Under normal distribution, there is a strict correlation between the two risk measures – dispersion and value-at-risk. Since normal distribution is determined by the two parameters $M$ and $\sigma$, any value of this distribution (i.e. any quantile) will also be determined by the same parameters. Hence, for a normal probability distribution there is a clear correlation between dispersion and value-at-risk for any confidence level. This correlation may be expressed with the equation:

$$VAR_i = M[X] - Z(1 - i),$$

where $Z(1 - i)$ is a quantile in the range (1 - i) of standard normal distribution.

Here are three important formulas when expressing the values of quantiles in tables:

$$VAR_{90\%} = M[X] - 1,283 \times \sigma;$$

$$VAR_{95\%} = M[X] - 1,645 \times \sigma;$$

$$VAR_{99\%} = M[X] - 2,326 \times \sigma.$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)
These formulas are of great practical significance. In the vast majority of cases, the probabilistic distribution of the results of economic operations is not known. However, it is often possible to estimate some values of an unknown distribution, for example, the expected result and the dispersion. We can then assume that the distribution will be very similar to normal distribution and we will be able to estimate VAR in terms of $\sigma$. Such an assumption holds true to operations on the financial market, since the prices of many important assets are determined by multiple different random factors whose impact is often inconsistent and in different directions. Even if the probability distribution of the results of each of these random factors is not normal, their joint probability distribution will tend to be normal. In order to design an analytical model of business processes, it is necessary to describe employed procedures and to specify the input parameters of these processes in analytical terms. What renders this approach more difficult is the analytical transformation of input parameters according to ongoing business processes. The process of analysis may be simplified by setting some limits on the input effects. For example, the E-Project (Gorbunov, 2013) programme employs only two values of $\mathcal{M}$ as input random parameters - mathematical expectation and standard deviation. Calculations for such variables are made similarly to calculations for random variables (Gorbunov, 2004):

- for any two random variables and the mathematical expectation of their sum $\mathcal{M}[X + Y]$
  \[ \mathcal{M}[X + Y] = \mathcal{M}[X] + \mathcal{M}[Y], \]  

- the variance of the sum of two random variables is equal to the sum of their variances plus the correlation coefficient $K_{xy}$ multiplied by 2:
  \[ \mathcal{D}[X + Y] = \mathcal{D}[X] + \mathcal{D}[Y] + 2K_{xy}, \]  

- the mathematical expectation of the product of two random variables is equal to the product of their mathematical expectations plus the correlation coefficient $K_{xy}$:
  \[ \mathcal{M}[XY] = \mathcal{M}[X]\mathcal{M}[Y] + K_{xy}, \]
- the variance of the product of independent random variables

$$D[XY] = D[X]D[Y] + m_x^2D[Y] + m_y^2D[X].$$

(5)

For regular business operations, most results are estimated through addition, subtraction, and multiplication as illustrated in equations (2-5).

The E-Project package assumes a normal distribution of output data. Such an assumption is possible in cases when a large number of random variables are involved in a business process and the final result is a complex combination of the impact of those input variables. We will estimate the difference in obtained results by applying the analytical model and the simulation method to business processes. For example, when input data varies according to Triang's law (Figure 2), the distribution of output data can be represented through normal distribution (Figure 3).

![Figure 2. Probability distribution of the Sales input variable](image-url)
The figure indicates that output values for regular business operations with different distributions of input parameters can be described through normal distribution. The example above shows normal distribution and the Weibull distribution. The difference in the standard deviation of all presented distributions is negligibly small. The higher the number of processes which have an impact on output variables, the more precise the probability distributions will be.

When input data are asymmetrically distributed, the results estimated through equations (2-5) will be less asymmetrically distributed compared to input variables. Figure 4 shows the result of a simulation with multiple input data, distributed according to 6 different laws. The probability distribution shows that the mathematical expectation and the standard deviation for normal
distribution are the same as the output variables calculated through a simulation. The results of the simulation indicate that models of business projects can be based on analytical relationships (2-5), which will also make the analytical calculations and the modeling process easier. The output variables of business processes in analytical calculations largely depend on the accuracy of determined statistical values for the input variables.

Figure 4. Distribution of output data for a business process as total sales increase with different distributions of input data.

An important stage in risk management is the optimization of costs to minimize losses. The characteristics of risk factors change when anti-risk measures are implemented. Risks can be optimised by comparatively evaluating the cost of anti-risk measures and predicted changes in the impact of risk factors in result of implementing anti-risk measures. As limited budgets make it impossible to implement all anti-risk measures, priority must be given to those anti-risk measures that will produce a marked positive effect.

To assess the impact of special risks, the E-Project program employs variables like the period of possible occurrence of a risk factor, the probability of occurrence of a risk situation P, the
financial losses which will be incurred by the occurrence of a risk situation Q. In order to evaluate risks, they should be classified as technical, organizational, financial, environmental, technological, etc. The E-Project program provides measures to reduce the impact of risks. The program provides measures for reducing the impact of risks. The result of implementing these measures will change parameters P and Q to \( P_1 \) and \( Q_1 \). Anti-risk measures are recorded as ‘Investment measures’ and so is the cost of implementing them (\( Q_2 \)) and the time period of their implementation. Table 1 presents a possible approach to risk assessment and anti-risk measures. The value of the logical variable K can be 0 or 1. When \( K = 1 \), an anti-risk measure is implemented and risk is estimated by multiplying \( P_1 \) by \( Q_1 \). When \( K = 0 \) no anti-risk measure is implemented and the parameters of estimated risk are \( P \) and \( Q \).

**Table 1.**

Financial risks and anti-risk measures

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>№</th>
<th>Risk (Financial)</th>
<th>PQ</th>
<th>( P_1Q_1 )</th>
<th>Anti-risk measure</th>
<th>( Q_2 )</th>
<th>K</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>No increase in returns of investment.</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Prepare a presentation and analytical tools to attract investment.</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Production costs per unit of output remain high.</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>Introduce automated production to reduce production costs.</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>The average collection period of debts is not shortened.</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>Employ an automated system for collecting accounts receivable.</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>The net revenue from an individual contract does not increase.</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>Revise and update the contract.</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>The sales volume declines.</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>Launch a promotion campaign to boost sales.</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Labour productivity declines.</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>Automate the assembly process.</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The feasibility of these or other anti-risk measures is determined by conducting an integral evaluation of the financial results of the project for different values of the K parameter (Table 1). The E-Project program uses a special add-on which enables users to choose the optimum value of the K parameter for all risks depending on the criterion and the constraint which are set.

Anti-risk measures which are expected to be the most efficient are planned first. Figure 5 shows changes in financial losses after implementing 24 anti-risk measures and the costs of their implementation.

Figure 5. Losses incurred from risks and cost of anti-risk measures

A variety of algorithms can be run to automatically select appropriate anti-risk measures - for example, a range of measures which will not exceed the planned budget or measures which will exceed the established threshold. Figure 6 presents the result of a similar process of optimization, i.e. financial losses incurred from risks before and after implementing the anti-risk measures project.
The proposed methodology makes it possible to assess the impact which risk factors will have on the efficiency of a project; evaluate the impact of anti-risk measures on financial indicators and select the the most efficient measures in terms of the evaluation criterion selected for a project.
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